What’s a “Telly Award”?
Hoods Woods Team, has been honored with over a DOZEN Telly
Awards - the industrial video and film industry's most prestigious award.
The Hoods talents as producers, combined with their encyclopedic
wilderness skills and teaching abilities, have made these videos the
worlds leading choice in wilderness video instruction.
Why Video?
Video instruction has been proven to be the most effective and least
expensive way to learn. The proliferation of cooking shows and ―Survival‖
shows have made this fact abundantly clear. The viewer is not required
to read and then interpret some authors words. Instead you SEE and
HEAR the instructions. Dimensions, angles, locations and quantities...
everything you can imagine is right there before you. Even ―In Person‖
instruction can’t give you the level of detail our cameras can. Add to that
the 40 years of teaching experience that goes into the videos and you
have an unbeatable training combination that you and your family will
enjoy for many years. One last fact. You never have to worry about being
―Bored to tears‖ during our videos. All of our videos are as much fun to
watch as they are informative. Humor is part of our educational philosophy.
Our videos are used by schools, libraries, scouts, military and police,
search and rescue, families and individuals around the world.
What kind of quality will I see ?
Hoods Woods was a pioneer in the use of Digital Videography for instructional videos. We use the highest quality Digital Video cameras
available, state-of-the-art non-linear editing systems and we duplicate on
the best quality archival Quality DVD’s we can find. All this to assure you
of a clear picture and great audio that you can enjoy time and time again.
Many of our customers report YEARS of viewing and showing. We do
not use cheap cardboard ―sleeves‖. Each DVD comes packaged in a
black plastic library case so the media will have great protection throughout its long life.

Woodsmaster© Videos With Ron Hood
Volume 1 - Spark Based Firestarting - AS SEEN ON MYTHBUSTERS!
The Firebow! Now you can learn how to make fire by friction! Learn how to use Flint and Steel, the Metal Match, and a
Flashlight Fire! Covers fire materials selection and amazing special tips. You’ll also see the Fire piston, learn about fire
accelerants and other special tips. Essential information for any woods person. (70 min) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 2 - Survival Shelter Selection
Learn survival priorities and how to meet them! What is the rule of threes? You learn the heat loss mechanisms, site
selection, pine log shelters. See how to build the lifesaving Firebed, and more incredible Woodsmaster Tips, Lore and
Techniques. You’ll learn how to estimate heights using a stick, time with your fist, and distance with your thumb. This tape is
a stunner! (80 min) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 3 - Making and Using your Outdoor Survival Kit
See how to make and carry a Survival kit. Learn to make and use the tiny Mini Kit, so small it almost disappears in your
pocket! See the Maxi Kit, it's the size of a 1lb coffee can!. Learn Wire Snares, a coffee can ―bee and a bird trap‖, animal
hooks, the Delbow Pocket bow, the twitch up snare, tube tent tricks, a snare wire compass. Discover INNOVATION, and a
bunch of special Woodsmaster tricks and techniques. This information can save your life! (a whopping 95 min) DVD NOW
$19.95!!!
Volume 4 - Primitive Navigation and Travel Techniques
You'll learn to make the ―Ottomani‖ pocket Sun compass. Night navigation, shadow stick tricks. The "bu cat" walking stick
technique, the Plainsman stride and lock step, more techniques for telling direction, distance and height, trail travel energy
saving techniques. Discover why proper hydration can save your life and increase your range. Find out about foot care and
a ton more. Includes the beginnings of Stone tool and pitch glue making! (84 min ) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 5 - Traps and Trapping (TELLY AWARD WINNER!)
After shelter and water, food is the key to survival living. This video covers the basic "engines" of machine type traps,
techniques for setting and using snares, trigger designs, where to set your traps and much more. If you can't feed yourself
after watching this video... you need a supermarket! Feed yourself for a lifetime! Graphic scenes (88 min) DVD NOW
$19.95!!!
Volume 6 - Primitive Weapons Technology
Learn about the Viet Cong crossbow, a simple and elegant solution to getting game and defending yourself. Learn how to
make a functional, effective bow and arrows. See how to make and use an Atlatl. Learn the skills and techniques for using
the sling, the throwing stick and a bunch more! See the Apache Star, the Chakra, the Fustibal, the throwing stick and other
tricks related to primitive weapons! (107 Min) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 7 - Jungle Living Skills (TELLY AWARD WINNER!)
In this award winning video, Hoods Woods went to the Amazon rain forest to learn jungle survival! Learn to make a blowgun,
a bowl from mud, see how jungle beer is made, learn to make a jungle trap, capture and eat alligators and more. See how to
call birds to your dinner pot. You will see how an isolated tribe of natives, the head shrinking Chapra/Candoshi Indians, live
in the heart of the jungle. Most of the skills in this video are usable in any environment. This DVD contains graphic scenes.
(96 Min) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 8 - The Fundamentals of Tracking
One of the essential skills is the ability to track. In this volume we examine the fundamental skills related to the art of
tracking. We show you the ―Four principles of sign‖, how to read ―Action indicators‖, and ways to learn the age of a track.
You’ll see how to use a ―Tracking pit‖ and exercises you can do to sharpen your tracking skills. You’ll see the secrets of
track lighting as well as Woodsmaster tracking tips and techniques. (98 Min) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 9 - Primitive Knife Making (TELLY AWARD WINNER!)
Ron Hood takes you to Arizona to meet two of the leading knife makers in the Neo-Tribal Metal smiths. Tai Goo and Tim
Lively reveal the secrets of materials selection, forge building, tools, techniques and tempering so you can make your own
terrific tools or blades at home or in the field. You will learn that you don’t need electricity, power tools or boatloads of money
to make beautiful, functional and durable knives or other metal pieces. You will see that you can build a forge in your own
back yard and you don’t need Thor’s arms to hammer hot steel. This video is so good we’ve had several students start their
own business after watching this video! It’s all in the technique… Learn it here ( 95 Min) DVD NOW $19.95!!!

Volume 10—Survival Camping
Ron and Karen Hood take you and 12 folks into Idaho’s River-of-no-Return Wilderness for 8 days. What you will see is a
graphic record of their experience. This video is a cross between ―Jeremiah Johnson‖ and ―Blazing Saddles‖. It is both
enormously funny and incredibly instructional. You will see how to tell time by the North Star, build a wilderness sauna
and make a primitive forge. See how to make and use Bannock, wilderness drills, body-bag hammocks, how to make use
of rotting carcasses and how to fashion a fishing pole. You will learn how to prepare rawhide and tendons and trap game.
There is so much in this video that it is impossible to explain it all. You will also learn how to prepare your pack for that
time you want to test Your skills!
Caution: There are a few sections in this video that can be unsettling to sensitive viewers. You have seen worse on regular TV however. Do not drink liquids during the donut making sequence! (1 hour 58 min!) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 11 -SOLO: The Quest for Survival (TELLY AWARD WINNER)
Follow Ron Hood as he travels deep into the mountains of Idaho for a two week test of his survival skills. During his adventure he is poisoned by bad food, attacked by a moose and finds that a forest fire has destroyed most of the forest. To
top it off the summer weather quickly became a two week winter storm. With less than a pound of food for the two weeks
and only a blanket and a tarp for shelter in the subfreezing temperatures you will learn how even a planned survival test
can quickly become the ―Real Thing." You will learn about energy conservation, insulation values, wilderness travel and
priorities. You will see how to make a bone fish hook, make ―cowboy coffee‖, hunt with a club, relax and much more. This
trip was the ―real thing‖ and it’s a good thing that Hood follows his own advice to ―Never Solo alone‖. He gives instructions
on how to prepare for such an experience and a great review of the 18 pound pack that served his needs during the 14
days of survival living. Not only is this video filled with important survival skills it is a humorous and entertaining production. You will enjoy this video as you learn new skills and advanced techniques. (1 hour 58 min!) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 12 – Arid Lands Vehicle Survival (TELLY AWARD WINNER)
Did you know that roughly 80% of survival situations begin when a vehicle becomes stuck or disabled? Get back ―on-theroad‖ and the situation ends!
In this video we teach you many of the ―tricks‖ for getting ―unstuck, repaired‖ and rolling again. Learn vehicle extraction
and repair gear recommendations for your Vehicle ―survival kit.‖ Learn about winches, high lift jacks and winching techniques and safety. This video covers Mirror, fire and improvised signaling techniques. Tire repair in the field. Getting
unstuck in sand or dirt. Improvised winches and the ―dead man‖ anchors. Improvised repairs for tires, radiators and
more. As usual this video is also filled with many cool Woodsmaster tips and techniques. Even if you are just driving to a
campsite … these skills could save your life!! (over 90 minutes of instruction) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 13—Desert Survival (TELLY AWARD WINNER)
Join Ron Hood as he takes you to the hot, dry, Moab Utah desert. Learn several different ways to find water in a Desert
Environment. Does a solar still actually work and is it worth the effort? Is it a good idea to take your clothes off if you’re
too hot? Learn the tricks for making a ―transpiration still‖ to get water—and learn if clear or black plastic is best to use and
why. You might be surprised! Learn improvised sunglasses and sunscreen. Learn tricks to keep your body core temperature down, when to travel, and the difference in temperature between direct sun and ―shade‖ sun and why this knowledge can help save your life. This video answers all these questions and more and it’s filled with many signature Woodsmaster tips and techniques. This is a ―must have‖ for your video collection! This video’s a scorcher!! (over 90 minutes of
instruction!) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 14—Crafts For The Field
"Crafts for the Field" covers some of the skills we get asked about most. This video investigates the thermoplastic called
Kydex and how to mold and use it. It shows you how to cover a Kydex sheath (one you already own or one you make
following the video instructions) with leather to give the sheath that Woodsmaster look without losing the safety of Kydex.
The video shows you how to make a small concealed carry holster from Kydex, how to make leather buttons, a ditty bag,
and a special Woodsmaster fingerless glove. Along the way you will learn a bunch of special Woodsmaster tricks and
techniques. The skills in this video can save you much more than the cost of the video AND give you the skills you need
to make your own gear for the field. It's a stunner and fun to watch as well! (1 hour and 45 minutes) DVD NOW
$19.95!!!
Volume 15—Sticks, Stoves and Stitches
Join Ron Hood and a couple of his friends in another informative volume of the Woodsmaster Video series. In this video
you will learn how to make Buffalohide Moccasins close-up from beginning-to-end from Trapping and Hide expert, George
Michaud. Learn how to make a pattern from a foot, learn the proper stitching techniques so you will not "walk off" the
stitching once you begin to wear the mocs. Learn what materials to use and what a "glover's needle" is good for. Learn an
improvised thimble and how to prepare the sole for your sandals as well as other intricacies that will help you to make
extremely comfortable footwear from thick rawhide. The techniques you learn from George can apply to any leatherworking from mocs to anything you want to make with rawhide.
Join Alan Halcon as he teaches you step-by-step how to make the Halcon Mini Alcohol Stove. This stove is made out of 2
aluminum cans and is so small it will fit into your back pocket. Also join Alan for his demonstration on how to make a longlasting coal with the easy-and-fast-to-make Fire Drill. Of course this video is also filled with so many close-up tips and
techniques for each of these skills that we just don't have room to list them here. (1 hour 20 minutes ) DVD NOW
$19.95!!!
Volume 16—Buffalo Butchers: Meat and Material from Large Game (TELLY AWARD WINNER)
In this video, Ron Hood takes you to Salmon, Idaho to visit professional wilderness instructors Joe and Denyce Bigley
(Aboman and Abowoman) of Salmon Outdoor School. With the help of a Lakota-Sioux, they harvest a Buffalo and show
you the steps Native American's have taken to harvest, process and use almost every part of the animal.
Learn how to skin the animal starting at the back, how to butcher it using both stone and steel tools, how to preserve the
brain for brain-tanning at a later date, how to remove and prepare tendons for sinew, how to prepare the stomachs for use
as a cooking vessel (seen on Cave cooking Vol. 5). Additionally learn how to make an expedient stone tool for skinning
and butchering... and much, much more. This video shows graphic scenes. (You have probably seen more graphic
scenes on many nature programs on TV.)1 hr. 25 min. 28 chapters DVD NOW $19.95!!!
Volume 17—Buffalo Butchers: The Final Chapter (TELLY AWARD WINNER)
The final video in the Buffalo Butchers saga is finished! In this video we look at more lithic arts, percussion, pecking and
pressure flaking as well as tools and safety for the lithic process. We also show you how to make charcloth.
Since we had the skin from the Buffalo processing we wanted to show the basics of hide tanning. Using some Buffalo
skin, deer hide and an old badger hide we show a couple of tanning projects in a couple of ways. First we tan the hide of
an animal harvested and salted over 20 years ago. Then we take a deer hide from its raw state through hide scraping, dehairing, braining, grain breaking and finally to its finished smoked and pliable destiny. We also discuss tendons and how
to prepare them for use and how to make a primitive pouch using leather ―extras.‖ We also look at blade ―profiles.‖
The video is over 1 hour and 40 minutes. It's jam packed with information and much of it is presented by Hoodlum forum
Posse members, wilderness experts and good friends, Joe and Denyce Bigley from Salmon Outdoor School at the Sacajawea center in Salmon, Idaho. 1 hr. 40 min. 17 chapters DVD NOW $19.95!!!

Order online at www.survival.com

The BronzeMaster Series
Why Bronze?
When Karen and I talk about "survival" it is not just a concept related to the wilds. It covers every aspect of living from
primitive to modern, from barter to economics. This video is related to barter and economics.
When we produced the "Knife making" video we brought into existence a whole new generation of custom and private
knife makers. There are literally dozens of people who now augment their income through metal working and knife making.
Since then we have had many people request more videos on skills.
One of our customers wrote: ―Your videos have taught me not only wilderness skills but also introduced me to
the world of making knives which 6 years after watching Tai hammer out a knife, has become my career‖
Bronze is one of the cornerstones of technology. Without it we would not be where we are. It is also an artists ultimate
medium. Add to this the fact that it is beautiful, doable, durable and salable and we have a recipe for financial augmentation as well as a way to express an artistic bent and make everyday items. I told this story somewhere on our Hoodlums
forum....
“When I returned from my first trip to Romania, Karen and I were enjoying one of the "art walks" we have here in Coeur
D'Alene and I spied a bronze "life mask" (Some also call them death masks). I asked the artist how much he wanted for
fit ... "$2,500 for this one and I can do your face for $3,500".I walked away grumbling. Later when we walked past the
booth again, the mask was gone, sold.”
In these videos you will see how to make a lifemask. You will also learn how to make Bronze tools, build your foundry and
much more. You do the math. If you can sell, if you can carve wax or clay into something artistic, you can make money
with this skill. You can even do something simple like we have done, make bronze house numbers. You can cast bronze
model cars or planes for collectors, make copies of antique items, decorative Bronze mirrors.... You figure it out…
Volume 18—Bronze 1 ―The Beginnings‖
Join Ron Hood as he travels to Romania on a quest for Bronze...Ancient metalworkers learned to manufacture bronze
around a simple campfire. The skills they discovered and the techniques they uncovered are all explored as Ron takes
you on a tour of Romania's historical artifacts and treasures. You will see the process as copies of some of these ancient
artifacts are made for later casting into bronze.
In this DVD you will learn, up-close, the basics of modeling, copying, mold making, wax casting and aging of
bronze. Watch Ron get his face cast into a bronze life mask from start to finish as well as enjoy a short tour of the beautiful Romanian countryside. Go on a search for an ancient fortress and see hands on access to ancient Bronze artifacts
during our unprecedented access to the Romanian National History Museum displays.
This DVD does not include instructions for constructing your own foundry. But it does teach you, up close, all about preparing objects using the ― lost wax casting‖ of Bronze process.
(1 hour and 45 minutes). DVD Now $19.95!!!
Volume 19—Bronze 2 "The Home Foundry"
Ron teaches you how to build the foundry you need to start your own foundry business or hobby!
Topics covered: Setting up your home foundry. Intro to Sand casting. Setting up Foundry area. Safety precautions. Building a propane burner and how to test it. Precautions for burner. How to make ―castable refractory cement‖.
Building an adaptable Flower-Pot furnace. Flower Pot Furnace with propane. Flower Pot Furnace with charcoal And of
course dozens of close up tips and techniques to get you started!
(Almost 2 HOURS of up-close, in-depth instruction) DVD Now $19.95!!!
Volume 20—Bronze 3 ―The Final Steps‖
In this 3rd Bronze DVD, Ron teaches you the final steps for your own foundry business or hobby!
Topics Covered: Making Green Sand, Importance of ―Riddling‖, Making a Frame or ―Flask‖, Making an indexing key,
Using an Electric Kiln as a Furnace, What is a ―cone‖ used for?, Why the magnet is your friend., Low cost or free sources
for Brass and Bronze, How to cast fragile items in plaster, How to make a wax impression, Watch 2 actual molten Bronze
pours and see how it’s done!, Ron shows you the tips and tricks to: Use microwave in casting, Re-use your plaster, Help
your plaster molds with Borax, Re-use your bronze shavings, Turn your pour ―failures‖ into cool successes!
You get all these skills and much, much more up-close, detailed instruction to complete your Bronze Casting Lessons so
you can start your own Bronze Casting business and start making money TODAY!
(You get over 1 ½ hours of up-close, in-depth instruction) DVD Now $19.95!!!.
Buy all THREE BronzeMaster Videos at once and Save almost 10 Bucks! $49.95 for all three videos! (+S&H)

"Get Acquainted Package".. $24.95 FREE S&H!!!
Do you wonder what kind of quality our DVD's are? Don't know which DVD to start
with? Now we've made that easy for you...Get these 2 DVD's with over 4 hours of
in-depth instruction in this amazing DVD package from the Award winning World
Leaders in Wilderness and Urban Survival DVD Instruction!
After viewing these DVD's you'll see why we have won so many awards. They are
not only informative, but FUN to watch! Yes.... FUN TO WATCH!!! After viewing
these, you WILL come away with life-saving
Wilderness:
essential information that you can not get any* Shelter
where else…
* Fire making
These DVD's are each double feature packages! The information in them will give you the
* Traps
essentials for surviving in the wilderness as well as in the urban environment. These DVD's
* Navigation Techniques
are compilations taken from 10 of our most popular titles. This is just some of the
* Day and Night Orienting
information you will learn:
* Making a Compass
* Mini Kit
You NEED this information.
* Maxi Kit
Urban:
You WANT this information and for a limited
* Trash Bag Uses
* Preparing your home
time…
* Heat Loss Mechanisms
* Food Storage Basics
* Cattails and Usage
* Copy Canning
We are offering this 2 DVD ―Get Acquainted‖
* The Chakra
* Preparing for the "Big Mistake"
package for $24.95 with FREE shipping (USA
* The Apache Star
* Safety tips for ladies
and
Canada
Only)
* The Sling
* Set up a family disaster plan
* Improvised Fish Spear
* Sanitation
Note:
For
those
of
you
who
already
have
our
* Improvised Arrows
* Water
Survival
Basics
1&2
DVD
and
want
to
purchase
* Arrow Shafts
* Skills Away from Home
the Advanced Survival DVD by itself—the price
* Tracking Basics
is
$14.95
Plus
S&H.
* The Tracking Pit
There is so much more..we don't
* The Figure 4 trap
have room to list it all.
* Setting up the Trap
$30 VALUE!...FREE SHIPPING!





“Urban Master”
―UrbanMaster” © is a video series that teaches you the skills for dealing with emergencies arising from
Natural, Social, Economic and International threats. These preparations are critical to you and your family in
the event that the ―safety net‖ collapses and you find yourself forced to deal with life-threatening conditions .

UrbanMaster© Volume 1- In the Home (Telly Award Winner)
Join Ron and Karen Hood and become an UrbanMaster!©
In this first Urban Master video you will learn how to prepare your home and family for disaster. Be ready for
earthquake, fire, terrorism, loss of job or other catastrophes. The information in this video could save your
life and the lives of your loved ones and family!








Learn easy and inexpensive ways to stock up your pantry.
See how some dry ice can help you store food and grains for up to 20 years.
Learn how almost all houses already have many gallons of water stored, how to access that water
supply and how to protect it from a little known threat.
Do you and your family have a "Family Disaster Plan" set up? See how!
Learn the primary steps to set one up and how it can save your life!
Find out about the "Big Mistake".
Find out how to make the job of emergency workers easier and more efficient.

Ron and Karen have filled this video with many practical tips and techniques from cooking tips to communications ideas that will get your home in line for disaster. Everyone who owns a home or rents needs this
information!! Get this life saving video for you and a copy for everyone you care about! It makes no difference if you live in the city or off the grid, this material will make life safer for you should the unthinkable happen. This video is the required primer for the advanced survival skills still to come in the UrbanMaster video
series. 70 minutes DVD NOW $19.95!!!

UrbanMaster© Volume 2—Away from Home (Telly Award Winner)
You're "Away from Home" and you don’t want problems… What do you do?
In this second volume of the Urban Master series you’ll learn so many tricks, tips and techniques for Urban
Survival that you’ll wonder why you’re still alive! This video is designed to meet the needs of travelers, both
business and vacation as well as deal with topics related to survival in emergencies when you are away from
home. Filmed in the US and Romania it is chock full of essential information. There are too many topics to
list here but here’s a sample…
You’ll learn about: hotel safety, anti theft tricks, fire safety and gear and hazard identification. We’ll discuss
privacy issues including spy cams, spy cam detectors and field expedient camera detection. Learn about flu
and pandemic precautions, how to hide your personal survival gear, the ScottEVest hidden carrier systems.
You’ll learn how to blend into any population. See safety tips for women and kids, MRE tips and tricks with
the MRE heater. Learn about Bug Out Bags, their contents and the philosophy behind them as well as some
firearms for personal defense.You cannot afford to be without this video, not if you want to survive…
1 hour 50 min. DVD NOW $19.95!!!

Private Label DVD’s
 The videos are available ONLY on DVD.
 Each DVD is divided into 20 or more chapter headings so you can get right to the
information you want, when you want it. Note: These DVD’s are in the DVD-R
format. They will play on almost all new players, computers and over 90% of the
older ones.
 Join our free online forum! You can ask questions about the videos and meet the
Hoodlum family! Just go to www.survival.com, click on ―Join Hoodlums Forum‖
and follow the instructions on the screen. You’ll learn about skills, special offers,
new products and rendezvous just for being a member! It’s TOTALLY FREE to
join!

CAVE COOKING 1 - In the Woods
Cave Cooking is our way of showing you wilderness food preparation. In this landmark video Karen shows
you how to clean and cook fish, squirrel, marmot, maggot and some select wild edible plants. She teaches
you how to make wilderness bread, the stone oven and the hobo stove and oven. You'll see the dough
rising tent and how to get yeast from nature. Karen explains many of the cool little tricks that make cooking
in the woods fun, productive and satisfying. You'll be drooling! (60 min) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
CAVE COOKING 2 - Going Dutch (AS SEEN ON THE DAVID LETTERMAN SHOW!)
You’ll learn about the ―Dutch‖ oven, the types, the uses, how to "season" it and how to care for it . You'll
drool over the Pot Roast steaming with browned potatoes and thick gravy. You'll groan when you see how
easy it is to cook a great breakfast , see Karen make DONUTS and then moan when she serves up her
famous rat stew... uhh errr? Well, why not?
Ever heard about SOLAR cooking? You’ll see the three basic types of solar cookers and how to make and
use them. Solar Cookers are great non-polluting cookers that are efficient and entertaining to use. Not only
that but they are a real eye-opener. After this video you will always want to go Dutch! (73 min) DVD NOW
$19.95!!!
CAVE COOKING 3 - Food, Frocks and Fat (TELLY AWARD WINNER!)
Karen Hood flies you into Idaho’s outback to show you some of the coolest chow, cooking tricks and gear
you’ve seen yet. But first you settle down to learn how to cut and assemble a buckskin rifleman’s frock, you
make tallow from waste fat, real pemmican with dried beef, and tallow candles. Back in Idaho’s ―River of
no return wilderness‖ Karen will teach you how to combine pemmican, bannock (Instructions included)
and wild thistle to make a delicious and nutritious meal. You’ll also learn how to make wilderness pizza,
stick bread and some special cooking gear from trash! For the Fungi aware, Karen also shows you how to
prepare Morels for a delicious wilderness treat (Do not use this video to identify these mushrooms!) If you
are a backpacker or wilderness wanderer the information and tricks in this video will make your trek lighter
and more enjoyable than ever. (70 minutes) DVD NOW $19.95!!!
CAVE COOKING 4 - Messin’ With Meat (TELLY AWARD WINNER!)
Join Karen Hood in another volume of Cave Cooking as she shows you how to mess with your meat!!
She’ll show you the basics of smoking, curing, sausage making, meat preservation and much more! Learn
to make homemade Italian sausage, how to make oven jerky from flank steak and how to make jerky from
ground meat that doesn’t need refrigeration after you prepare it! Follow Karen as she shows the complete
process of making homemade Corned Beef and Pastrami!
Ever heard of “Plank Cooking‖ – Karen shows and explains this whole process in easy to follow steps.
Learn all about wood chips and how to use your propane BBQ as a smoker. Ever made your own Smoked
Salmon? Well after watching this video you’ll be able to make it any time you want and save money doing
it!! It’s so easy! Learn all these things and more in this jam-packed video! Get your bib ready as you’ll be
drooling and wishing you had smell-a-vision while watching this video! Rated: 2 Yums up! (65 min) DVD
NOW $19.95!!!
CAVE COOKING 5: Buffalo Butchers: Primitive Cooking (TELLY AWARD WINNER)
Karen Hood takes you to Salmon, Idaho to meet with professional Abo cooker Denyce Bigley of Salmon
Outdoor School.
Follow Karen and Denyce through the steps the American Indians would have taken to prepare and use an
entire buffalo for food. Learn all the steps to make a Native American meat preservation rack and how to
smoke meat using it. Learn how to use the Buffalo's stomach as a cooking vessel the ancient way. Cook
Buffalo Stew using hot rocks, how to cook fish using bark and clay, utilize the intestines for traditional Buffalo Sausage. Learn about some wild edibles the Native Americans would have used in cooking. See how
to use those wild edibles to make a delicious and nutritious hot tea. All this and much more in this stunner
of a video! Approx. 1 hr 25 min. DVD NOW $19.95!!!

Coming Soon!
New video series… Family Camping.
This video series will teach you how to safely and economically take up the sport of backpacking and camping. There is no better way to build family bonds than a safe, fun trip with
the family. You will learn about the kinds of camping available, how to select gear, how to
pack, how to be safe, how to cook in the wilds and much more. This is a series for the whole
family! First volume due in August 09.
Hoods Woods New Magazine!
Coming soon! Survival.Com magazine is the newest Hoods Woods
endeavor. Be ready for the latest skills, techniques and fun wilderness
and survival tips. This won’t be some hardnosed testosterone storm of
survivalist stuff… We want to make it a fun and friendly read about
some very cool skills that could pay big dividends if you ever find
yourself in a bind. With authors from around the world this promises to
be a joy to read with topics you’ve never dreamed about…. Soon!

Order Online www.survival.com







TO:



Buy 5 DVD's - Get One Free! You get 6 DVD’s... $99.75
(Save $19.95)
Buy 10 DVD's - Get Two Free! You get 12 DVD’s... $199.50
(Save $39.90)
Buy 15 DVD's - Get Three Free! You get 18 DVD’s... $299.25
(Save $59.85)
Buy 20 DVD’s—Get Four Free! You get 24 DVD’s... $399.95
(Save $78.85)
Buy ALL the DVD’s—Get lots free!
Check our Website for super saving current pricing!!!

Cave Cooking© Videos With Karen Hood

Hoods Woods Video Productions
P.O. Box 3683
Coeur D’ Alene, ID 83816



Our
SPECIAL
DEALS!

Here is the catalog you requested!

FREE DVD SPECIALS!!
You betcha! If ya buy 5 or more ya get free DVDs!
Check out these deals...

DVD’s are $19.95 Each!
Order ONLINE at www.survival.com for fastest service and best prices!
Order with your credit card toll free (888) 257-BUGS.
Add $6.00 S&H for one or two DVD’s (Add $1.00 S&H for each
additional DVD after two including any free DVD’s).
OR- Send check (10 day delay) or Money Order (ship on receipt) to
the return address above:
Order FAST and save Online! www.survival.com

More about Hoods Video Productions… 10 years strong!
Hoods Woods started production of the Woodsmaster videos in 1995. Ron and Karen Hood
had already helped develop another highly successful video series for a world famous magician.
After learning the tricks of the trade (Both Magic and Video Production) the Hoods set off to showcase their own skills. Ron had been teaching fully accredited survival courses at two major Universities in California for over 20 years and has the teaching experience, presentation skills , historical sense and material to make the series the most complete in history. Karen has the camera
skills and ―eye‖ of the professional Videographer that makes the series what it is today. With state
of the art Digital Editing systems, reasonable prices and incredible content, Hoods Woods offers
the best instructional videos! That is why we have received over a DOZEN coveted Telly
awards for our productions!
Hoods Woods videos have been featured on Myth Busters, The David Letterman Show, Wild
Ways TV, OLN’s Outdoor Outtakes, Nickelodeon, PBS/Backpacker Magazine show :
"Anyplace Wild". Ron was a consultant for Bear Grylls ―Man Vs. Wild‖ and many other Discovery channel and major network shows.. Our videos have received glowing reviews in...
Sports Afield
Details Magazine
Maxim Magazine
Men’s Journal
SWAT Magazine
FHM "For Him Magazine" (European Men’s Magazine)
Backpacker Magazine
American Survival Guide
Tactical Knives
Wilderness Way
Backwoodsman Magazine
Soldier of Fortune
To name a few.

